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INPUTS 
These are the resources used to carry out fire protection activity in Oxfordshire

For 2012-13 our total service budget was £24.855 million; of that £764,108 was used for fire protection work, which equates 
to 3.06 per cent of the total budget.

The percentage of the total budget used by fire protection has decreased from 3.3 per cent in 2009-10 to the current figure 
of 3.03per cent.

During 2012-13 there was 12.89 full time equivalent fire protection officers, this equates to 1.85 per cent of the total 
Service workforce.

BUDGET USED

BUDGET TREND

PERCENTAGE OF FIRE PROTECTION OFFICERS

PERCENTAGE OF WORKFORCE

ACTIVITIES
These are the amount and type of fire protection work carried out.

In 2012-13 we made contacts with 2,440 properties in Oxfordshire. This equates to 12.32 per cent of the rate-paying non-domestic 
properties within the Service’s area. This is a steady increase over time compared with 5.98 per cent in 2009-10. 

These contacts may be in the form of:

A formal in-depth audit 
An inspection 
The provision of advice 
Business education

We use a targeted approach when carrying out fire protection activities and ensure all dealings with properties are relevant and 
proportionate to the risk we perceive the property presents to the community. 

Our performance information is broken down into five categories.
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This targeted approach has resulted in a reduction in the number of audits and inspections we undertake; with commensurate 
increase in the proportions of premises found to be unsatisfactory.

In 2012-13 we responded to 1071 consultations.

Fire and rescue services respond to certain organisations when they require expert opinion on fire safety matters. We are 
consulted on Building Regulations applications for new buildings or alterations to existing buildings. Additionally we are also 
consulted on licensing applications, and also occasionally in the case of planning applications.

NON-DOMESTIC CONTACTS

NON-DOMESTIC CONTACTS

NON-DOMESTIC CONTACTS

NON-DOMESTIC CONTACTS

OUTPUTS
It should be noted that the quantity of this work is driven by external demand. Due to the economic situation, the trend for the total 
number of properties that have been involved in consultations dropped from 10.28 per cent in 2009-10 to 5.13 per cent in 2012-13. 

Outputs are those incident trends that are the result of the activities undertaken.

Oxfordshire County Council Fire and Rescue Service use the national fire safety audit process developed by the Chief Fire Officers 
Association (CFOA) to complete comprehensive inspections of buildings. This process ensures consistent, auditable and transparent 
enforcement that can be challenged. This audit system looks at the level of compliance across a range of areas required by the 
legislation and produces an enforcement option that ranges from verbal advice to the issue of an enforcement notice.

FIRE SAFETY AUDITS COMPLETED NON-DOMESTIC CONTACTS

Accurate targeting of our activity should ensure premises we visit require some form of informal or formal action. If this is the 
case then we are making the highest risk properties safer and enabling those premises that are safer, and who comply with the 
law, to continue with their day to day business. 

 If an audit has taken place and the premises is broadly compliant with the requirements then a satisfactory audit is recorded.

 Informal activity means the premises has received a letter informing them of work required to be carried out.

 Formal activity would mean that a ‘notice’ had been issued on the premises. This will include a timescale for completion of 
work and is issued when the area of non-compliance is more serious than that required of an informal notification.
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Examples of formal activity
 Alterations notice; this is issued when it is believed that should an alteration be made to a premises, the occupants may 
be in danger of a serious risk in case of fire.

 Enforcement notice; this would be issued when it is considered the risk to occupants in case of fire is more serious than 
can be dealt with by the sending of a letter. An enforcement notice will stipulate a time scale for completion.

 Prohibition notice; a lack of fire safety provision within a building means that there is a significant risk of death or serious 
injury to persons within that building in the case of a fire starting. 

 We will work with the responsible person for a property to achieve compliance. However, when in our professional opinion, 
the condition of a building lacks adequate fire safety provision we will issue a prohibition notice. 

 Prosecutions; as a last resort we can prosecute. This is not an action that we take lightly and each situation is carefully 
assessed against evidential and public interest factors. There are occasions when we feel that there are no options left to us. 
If this is the case we will not hesitate to pursue this course of action. We retain the services of Oxfordshire County Council 
Legal Services and where necessary a barrister to provide professional legal advice and assistance when necessary.

Please note: More than one notice can be issued on a single premises, for example an Enforcement Notice stipulating a time 
scale for work to be completed and additionally a Prohibition Notice, stopping use of a particular area of the building. Also 
audits and the outcomes from them can stretch over a period of time.

OUTCOMES
These are the results and consequences of activities and outputs.

Despite the best efforts of our Fire Safety Inspectors to work with those properties we perceive present the greatest risk to the 
community, and enforcing the law where necessary, unfortunately fires in non-domestic properties still do happen, and injuries 
can occur.

We will continue to work hard to maintain these excellent outcomes and strive to protect the communities of Oxfordshire from 
the risk of death and injury caused by fire.

The charts below show the numbers of fires, injuries and fire-related deaths that have occurred in non-domestic properties over the 
past four years. All fires, no matter how small, are investigated to ascertain the cause, as this allows us to target safety activities 
and to work to prevent similar occurrences in the future. 

FIRES - ACCIDENTAL / DELIBERATE INJURIES

DEATHS

The outcomes of these investigations result in us deciding whether a fire has been started deliberately or started accidentally 
and these breakdowns are shown in these charts.

As can be seen, both the numbers of accidental and deliberate fire have decreased over time.
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IMPACTS
Impacts are the effects of our fire protection activities over a long-term period on the wider community / environment.

Helping people to be 
healthier by preventing 
harm to them should there 
be a fire.

HEALTHIER LIVES 

Assisting businesses to 
grow thrive and prosper by 
the provision of education 
and advice and tackling 
poor compliance to ensure 
fair competition.

SUPPORTING 
ECONOMIC GROWTH 

Ensuring the public are 
confident for their own 
and others’ safety in places 
that they work and visit.

PUBLIC SAFETY 

Reducing the exposure of 
firefighters to the inherent 
risks that fires in large 
commercial buildings bring.

FIREFIGHTER SAFETY 

We believe that all of the fire protection work we complete has very positive impacts on the community, businesses and people 
who pass through the county of Oxfordshire. We work closely with our partner agencies to reduce the risk to life from fire in 
buildings that are subject to fire safety law, including Houses in Multiple Occupation, student accommodation and specifically 
targeting our resources at those premises that present the highest risk. 

Everyone deserves to be confident that when they or their family stay in a hotel, go to their place of work, go shopping, go to the 
theatre or cinema they are safe in the case of a fire breaking out and that they are able to easily escape to a place of safety.

There are life safety benefits of taking into consideration what facilities are in place and how you would deal with a fire should 
one occur. But there are other benefits frequently not considered, for example:

 Many businesses do not recover from a serious fire, and naturally this can affect local employment with the potential that 
many people may lose their jobs which will have a direct effect on the local economy. 

 The availability of facilities used by the community, such as village halls and sports facilities, may be severely affected.

 In the case of a school or college, years of pupils’ project or course work or teaching resources may be destroyed possibly 
affecting future examination results.

Additionally, through our work with architects, planners and building control bodies we work hard to ensure the risk posed to 
our firefighters is kept to a minimum and that they are able to fight a fire with certain physical safeguards in place. 

By enforcing effectively against those premises that are not taking their responsibilities seriously and by providing advice and 
guidance to those who wish to do the right thing, we believe that we are contributing to the creation of healthier lives, supporting 
economic development and helping to ensure both public and firefighter safety. These are also the Government’s priorities in terms 
of regulatory outcomes (www.bis.gov.uk/brdo) which we fully endorse and support. 


